**Purpose of Job**

To investigate all category A and B fatal collisions as defined by the College of Policing APP guidance on road death investigation. Investigate Serious Injury and other complex and high profile collisions. With the consent of the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) and Professionals Standards department, to investigate fatal or serious injury police vehicle incidents that may occur within the JOU area or another Force area. To actively contribute to the RPU priorities; reducing casualties on the road, tackling criminality and anti-social behaviour on the roads, enhancing confidence in policing and reassuring the public by patrolling as well as assisting Districts/Local Police Area's to achieve Force objectives.

**Key Accountabilities**

1. Deliver a high quality investigation service in all aspects of Road Death Investigation, with full compliance of the requirements of the College of Policing APP guidance on Road Death Investigation.
2. Be part of a small team of specialist serious collision investigators, to provide the highest level of service to both internal and external customers.
3. Perform various roles within the serious collision investigation unit as required by the senior investigating officer e.g. role of investigating officer, exhibits officer, disclosure officer etc.
4. Undertake allocated tasks identified as being necessary in support of any road death investigation e.g. interviewing witnesses and suspects, taking evidential statements, house to house enquiries, witness searches, preparing case files, gathering forensic evidence, attending post mortems etc.
5. Undertake such other individual tasks that may from time to time be required.
6. To provide regular and effective service

Note: This role profile is designed to assist postholders with understanding what is expected of them in their role. Hampshire Constabulary may ask them to undertake other duties, as required, which are not necessarily specified on the role profile but which are commensurate with the grade of the post. The role profile itself may be amended from time to time.
within the scope and general level of responsibility attached to the post.

**Additional Requirements**

Maintain personal responsibility for collection, recording, evaluation, information sharing, review, retention and disposal of information in compliance with codes of practice and Guidance in the Management of Information, Information Security Policy, procedures and legislation.

During quieter periods where there is insufficient work to keep the team fully employed, you will be temporarily deployed to assist the response teams.

Must be willing to work from the RDIT main office or other locations directed in respect of particular operations.

Should be available to form part of a callout roster.

This role has been identified as requiring mandatory Psychological Screening, please refer to the Psychological screening Support for staff working in high risk roles page

### ROLE PROFILE

**Part2 CVF Recruitment Competencies**

- **We are Emotionally Aware** Level 1
- **We are collaborative** Level 1
- **We Analyse Critically** Level 2
- **Transparency**

**Education/Qualifications**

**Essential:** Competent Constable

**Desirable:** Willingness to take NIE and complete Tier Two investigative interview training course and CID investigators course.

To be an Advanced Car Driver.

To have completed Disclosure and Exhibit Training at a primary level.

To be Tier Two interview trained.

**Experience and Skills**

**Essential:**

To have at least two years experience of investigating complex or serious crime. Must be a competent investigator.

To be computer literate.

To be able to produce accurate and comprehensive reports.

To be able to produce Quality Case Files.

A good working knowledge of the rules of disclosure

**Desirable:** n/s